No Left Turns During Upcoming Lane Shift
Beginning early June, all lanes of traffic will be shifted to the north side of SR 522. During this phase, drivers will be unable to turn left onto or off of SR 522 through the work zone. This restriction will continue when all lanes are shifted to the south side of SR 522 and is expected to last through the duration of the project. For the latest project information, schedule updates and recommended detour routes, visit www.bothellwa.gov/st3

No Shoulder Access During Upcoming Lane Shift
The north shoulder of SR 522 that connects the Ivorywood Apartments to 83rd Pl. NE will be inaccessible to pedestrians during construction. The north sidewalk that connects 96th Ave. NE to the Ivorywood Apartments will remain open for the duration of this project, as will the Burke Gilman Trail between 96th Ave. NE and 80th Ave. NE. Transit users should plan accordingly and use alternate bus stops when possible.
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